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The U.S. Government continued to be involved in the album's creation. After it became the biggest-selling hip-hop soundtrack of all time, the success of the soundtrack was
attributed to the promotion of the movie by the Curtis Mayfield Group, a New Age group Mayfield founded. As a result of the film's success, Mayfield Music albums went from
selling 500,000 units a year in the '80s to several million in the '90s, when one of the owners was a former Time Warner vice-president. By 1998, the label had moved to a much
larger sales base with the release of two more Curtis Mayfield albums, then the biggest-selling hip-hop albums of all time. According to the label's website, the album sold more
than six million copies by 1999, and was also credited with bringing a new attention to Mayfield's music by the radio. The album was certified four times platinum, and the lead
single from the soundtrack, "It's Hard Out Here for a Pimp", sold over seven million copies. After being featured on the soundtrack, it became, as one Billboard.com editor put it,
"the first [single] to sell seven million and stay on the The soundtrack went on to sell over six million copies and was certified four times platinum in the U.S. in 2000, earning
Mayfield his first Grammy Award for "It's Hard Out Here for a Pimp". By 1999, the album was certified platinum nine times, selling over two million copies, as well as "Good
Vibrations" selling two million digital copies. In December 2012, the album was certified five times platinum for shipping over five million copies. After the soundtrack was released,
for the first time, Mayfield was officially invited to the Grammy Awards, where he accepted the Grammy Award for Best Male R&B Vocal Performance. The album also received a
Grammy for Best Rap Performance. According to RCA Records, the soundtrack was the second-biggest album of 2000, behind The Matrix by The Matrix Reloaded. The album's
success was credited to the Curtis Mayfield Group's impact on making the soundtrack popular and gaining respect from the hip-hop community. Not only did it score a No. 1 album
on the Billboard 200, but it was also the highest debut at No. 1, beating out the lead single from the album, "It's Hard Out Here for a Pimp" which was No. 2 at the time. In addition,
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